
Forthcoming in Slavic Review 

Richard Gregg, Pushkin's Novelistic Prose: A Dead End? 

Alexander M. Martin, The Family Model of Society and Russian National Identity 
in Sergei N. Glinka's Russian Messenger (1806-1812) 

Laurie Manchester, The Secularization of the Search for Salvation: 
The Self-Fashioning of Orthodox Clergymen's Sons in Late Imperial Russia 

Greg Gaut, Can a Christian Be a Nationalist? 
Vladimir Solov'ev's Critique of Nationalism 

Boris Ivanovich Kolonitskii, "Democracy" 
in the Political Consciousness of the February Revolution 

Lewis Siegelbaum, "Dear Comrade, You Ask What We Need": 
Socialist Paternalism and Soviet Rural "Notables" in the Mid-1950s 

Susan Reid, All Stalin's Women: 
Gender and Power in Soviet Art of the 1930s 
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THE BEST FROM CAMBRIDGE 
Post-Soviet Women: 
From the Baltic to 
Central Asia 
Mary Buckley, Editor 
How have women's lives changed in the 
republics of the former Soviet Union since 
the fall of the USSR? This book systemat
ically examines changes and continuities 
across these states, focusing on women and 
work, social roles and women in politics. 
Contributors: Mary Buckley, Sarah Ashwin, 
Elain Bowers, Sue Bridgcr, Marta Bruno, 
Rebecca Kay, Lynne Attwood, Hilary Pilkington, 
Kathryn Pinnick, Olga Lipovskaya, Nijole White, 
Solomea Pavlychko, Nora Dudwick, Tamara 
Dragadze, Shirin Akiner 
56320-8 Hardback $59.95 
56530-8 Paperback $22.95 

Enterprise and 
Social Benefits after 
Communism 
Martin Rein, 
Barry L. Friedman, and 
Andreas Worgotter, Editors 
This volume explores the evolution of 
firm-initiated forms of social protection. 
Contributors: Ermira Brahja, Simon 
Commander, John Earle, SaulEstrin, Caspar 
Fajth, Randall Filer, Barry Friedman, Sonja 
Gavez, Zu Liu Hu, RichardJackman, Martin 
Kohli, Judit Lakatos, Edmond Leka, Marina 
Letonja, Rubin Luniku, Jdn Pldnovsky, 
Martin Rein, Mark Schaffer, Ondrej Schneider, 
I.J. Singh, Jan Svejnar, Irina Tracht, 
Andreas Worgotter 
58403-5 Hardback $69.95 

Available in bookstores or from 

CAMBRIDGE 
UNIVERSITY PRESS 

40 West 20th Street, 
New York, NY 10011-4211 

Call tol l - f ree 800-872-7423. 
Web site: http://wwvv.cup.org 

MasterCard/VISA accepted. 
Prices subject to change. 

Bolshevik Women 
Barbara Evans Clements 
Bolshevik Women is a history of the women 
who joined the Soviet Communist Party 
before 1921. Drawing on a database of more 
than five hundred individuals as well as on 
intensive research into the lives of the most 
prominent female Bolsheviks, Clements tells 
the fascinating story of the female Reds who 
survived imprisonment, built bombs, led 
armies into battle, and struggled to survive 
under Stalin. 
45403-4 Hardback $64.95 
59920-2 Paperback $24.95 

Popular Opinion in 
Stalin's Russia 
Terror, Propaganda and Dissent, 
1934-1941 
Sarah Davies 
Between 1934 and 1941 Stalin unleashed 
what came to be known as "The Great Terror" 
against millions of Soviet citizens. This book 
is a study of how ordinary Russians experi
enced life during this period. It uses NKVD 
and Party reports, letters and other evidence 
to show that, despite propaganda and repres
sion, the people continued to criticize Stalin 
and the Soviet regime, and complain about 
particular policies. 
56214-7 Hardback $59.95 
56676-2 Paperback $19.95 

The Balkan Economies 
c.1800-1914 
Evolution without Development 
Michael Palairet 
This in-depth study promises to be the defini
tive economic history of the Balkans. It is a 
strongly revisionist book that compares the 
economic progress of Serbia, Bulgaria, Bosnia, 
Montenegro and Macedonia in the century 
before World War One. Native language 
primary sources are used to argue tiiat these 
territories probably experienced economic 
decline rather than growth, at least from the 
mid-nineteenth century. 
Cambridge Studies in Modern Economic History 6 

58051-X Hardback $69.95 
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In the wake of the 
USSR's breakup, the 
eighty-nine constituent 
subjects of the Russian 
Federation emerged as 
political players. Beyond 
the Monolith examines 
the impact of Russia's 
emerging regionalism on 
the political, economic, 
and social transforma
tion of the largest of the 
successor states of the 
Soviet Union. 

BEYOND THE 

MONOLITH 
THE EMERGENCE OF 

REGIONALISM IN 
POST-SOVIET RUSSIA 

edited by 
Peter J. Stavrakis, 

Joan DeBardeleben, 
and Larry Black 

with tlw assistance of 
Jtxli Kaehn 

The authors explore 
variations between and 
similarities among different provinces; 
the development of federalism in Russia; 
the effectiveness of local government; 
the power relationships between the 
center and the regions; the impact of 
privatization; and the role of environ

mental, public health, 
and labor market factors 
in regional economies. 

Contributors: 
Cynthia Buckley, Carol 
Clark, Robert V Daniels, 
Joan DeBardeleben, 
Mark G. Field, 
Aleksander A. Galkin, 
Nail Midkhatovich 
Moukhariamov, D. J. 
Peterson, Greg Poelzer, 
Don K. Rowney, Darrell 
Slider, Peter J. Stavrakis, 
and John F. Young. 

Woodrow Wilson Center Press 

$45.00 hardcover 

The Johns Hopkins University Press 
Hampden Station, Baltimore, MD 21211 
1-800-537-5487 • www.press.jhu.edu 

THE HABSBURG EMPIRE: 
From Dynasticistn t o 
Multi nationalism 
by Paula Sutter Fichtner 
Orig. Ed. 1997 236 pp. Paper S13.95 ISBN 0-89464-896-9 

Dr. Fichtner presents a concise summary of the 
development and problems of the Habsburg 
Empire as a multiethnic state from the sixteenth 
century to the end of World War I. Twenty-six docu
ments, some from local journals and periodicals of 

the era, illustrate the political, cultural, and economic relations of the 
Habsburg peoples, both with their rulers and with one another. 

•BSESSEgii 

|E22231| 

i Visit our home page at: http://www.web4u.com/krieger-publishing/ | 

\ y KRIEGER PUBLISHING COMPANY 
P.O. Box 9542 • Melbourne. FL 32902-9542 
(407) 724-9542 • Direct Order Line (407) 727-7270 
FAX (407) 951 -3671 • e-mail: info@krieger-pub.com 

Domestic orders please add S3.00 for 
first book. S1.00 for each additional. 
Foreign orders please add 10=o to 
the list price plus shipping costs. Ship
ping costs are available upon request. 
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BITTER LEGACY 
Confronting the Holocaust in the USSR 
Edited by Zvi Gitelman 

Describes the perpetration of the Holocaust in 
the USSR and probes the political and social 
consequences of the mass destruction of Soviet 
Jews. Newly accessible wartime archives in 
the former Soviet Union provide chilling 
details of what happened, of collaboration 
with the Nazis, and of rescue efforts, too. 
344 pages 
cloth $35.00 

CONSTITUTION AND REFORM IN 
EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY POLAND 
Edited by Samuel Fiszman 
This book is the first attempt in English to pre
sent 18th-century Poland at a time of political 
and social reform and cultural revival, with 
the Constitution of 3 May 1791 as its main 
focus. 
Published in association with the Polish Studies Center, 
Indiana University 
550 pages, 100 illus. 
Cloth $49.95 

At bookstores 

INDIANA 
UNIVERSITY 
PRESS 
Orders: 1-800-842-6796 
http//www.indiana.edu/~iupress 

CRITICAL COMPANION TO THE 
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION 1914-1921 
Edited by Edward Acton, Vladimir lu. Cherniaev, 
and William G. Rosenberg 

"One of the most comprehensive surveys of the 
new information becoming available about the 
Russian Revolution and of the new interpretations 
of the revolutionary period..."—Kirkus Reviews 
Landmark reference work and up-to-date 
appraisal of the Russian Revolution and civil 
war, timed to coincide with the 80th anniver
sary of the October Revolution. 
800 pages, 10 maps 
cloth $59.95 

THE BABA AND THE COMRADE 
Gender and Politics in Revolutionary Russia 
Elizabeth A. Wood 

"The scholarship in this book is of very high 
quality and the questions raised are 'large'.. .an 
outstanding contribution to the tangled issue of 
gender in Soviet Russia." —Susan Cross Solomon 
A pathbreaking study of the politics of gender 
in the formative years of the Soviet state. 
Indiana-Michigan Series in Russian and East European Studies 
328 pages 
cloth $35.00 

THE WRATH OF DIONYSUS 
A Novel 
Evdokia Nagrodskaia 
Translated and edited by Louise McReynolds 
" . . . highly recommended for collections of 
Slavic literature as well as popular fiction." 

—Library Journal 
"This novel has everything—love, romance, lust, 
travel, adventure. Yowee!" —Richard Stites 
A revealing historical glimpse at the pre-
revolutionary Russian middle class, but also a 
good old-fashioned page-turner! 
224 pages 
paper $14.95 cloth $29.95 
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N O W I N P A P E R B A C K 

Sexuality and the Body 
in Russian Culture 

E d i t e d by 
J A N E C O S T L O W , 
S T E P H A N I E 
S A N D L E R , AND 
J U D I T H VOWLES 

"This fascinating volume 
provides a whole range of 
new insights on linguistic, 
social, literary, and cultur
al matters." 

—Modern Language 
Review 

$19.95 paper $49.50 cloth 

N O W I N P A P E R B A C K 

Dialogues with 
Dostoevsky 
The Overwhelming 
Questions 

ROBERT LOUIS 
J A C K S O N 

"A series of fine essays that 
place Dostoevsky in his 
immediate world of 
Russian literature by relat
ing him to his contempo
raries and successors...." 

—Sewanee Review 
$19.95 paper $49.50 cloth 

N O W I N P A P E R B A C K 

Text counter Text 
Rereadings in Russian 
Literary History 

A L E X A N D E R 
Z H O L K O V S K Y 
Using structuralist and 
post-structuralist methods, 
this book analyzes a selec
tion of influential Russian 
texts—classical, modernist, 
and contemporary—as 
dialogues with earlier 
works, in the light of new 
cultural contexts. 
$18.95 paper $49.50 cloth 

N O W I N P A P E R B A C K 

Inventing Eastern 
Europe 
The Map of 
Civilization on 
the Mind of the 
Enlightenment 

LARRY WOLFF 
"The distinction between 

East and West Europe is a 
seemingly immemorial 
cliche that desperately 
needs dismantling, and 
Wolff does it with erudi
tion and a lively dramatic 
sense." —Voice Literary 

Supplement 
$18.95 paper $55.00 cloth 

N O W I N P A P E R B A C K 

Marxism and the Leap 
to the Kingdom of 
Freedom 
The Rise and Fall of 
the Communist Utopia 

A N D R Z E J WALICKI 
"Walicki makes a significant 

contribution to debates 
over reasons for the col
lapse of international com
munism. An intellectual 
tour de force, rarely 
equaled in studies of 
Marxism."—R.J. Mitchell, 
University of New Orleans 
$29.95 paper $75.00 cloth 

N O W I N P A P E R B A C K 

Pushkin and Romantic 
Fashion 
Fragment, Elegy, 
Orient, Irony 

MONIKA 
G R E E N L E A F 

"Impressive research in an 
unusually broad range of 
sources.... If all interpreta
tions are contingently valid, 
few are more powerfully 
and sensitively argued than 
Greenleaf's." —Choice 
$19.95 paper $55.00 cloth 

N O W I N P A P E R B A C K 

Exploring Gogol 

ROBERT A. 
M A G U I R E 

"A thoughtful, clever, and 
imaginative analysis of 
Gogol's art, and one that 
breaks significant new 
ground...." —Journal of 

European Studies 
$19.95 paper $55.00 cloth 
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Crafting the 
Third World 
Theorizing 
Underdevelopment in 
Rumania and Brazil 

J O S E P H L. LOVE 
This innovative study 
compares the history of 
economic ideas and 
ideologies in Rumania 
and Brazil—and more 
broadly, those in East 
Central Europe and Latin 
America—in the late 
nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries. 
{24.95 paper $60.00 cloth 

Images of Space 
St. Petersburg in the 
Visual and Verbal Arts 

G R I G O R Y 
K A G A N O V 
T r a n s l a t e d by 

S i d n e y M o n a s 

The book's subject is not 
the buildings, trees, and 
rivers of one of the most 
beautiful and historically 
important cities of the 
world, but the spaces 
between them: space as a 
conceptual interval, not 
an emptiness. 
$45.00 cloth 

Social Functions 
of Literature 
Alexander Pushkin 
and Russian Culture 

PAUL DEBRECZENY 
This study of the effect 
of literature on readers, 
both as individuals and as 
members of social groups, 
focuses on Alexander 
Pushkin as a model for 
investigating the aesthetic 
and social functions of 
literature. 
$45.00 cloth 

Autocracy in 
the Provinces 
The Muscovite 
Gentry and Political 
Culture in the 
Seventeenth Century 

VALERIE A. 
K I V E L S 0 N 
This book explores the 
possibilities for rich and 
varied social, cultural, and 
political development 
under the rule of an auto
cratic state. The author 
situates Muscovite history 
within a comparative frame
work, demonstrating that 
seventeenth-century Russia 
was neither backward nor 
peculiar, but developed its 
own variant of the concur
rent state-building process
es of Western European 
monarchies. 
$55.00 cloth 

Laboratory of Dreams 
The Russian Avant-
Garde and Cultural 
Experiment 

E d i t e d by 
J O H N E. B 0 W L T 
AND OLGA MATICH 
Drawing upon social histo
ry, material culture, and 
the sciences, this is the 
first interdisciplinary 
study of the Russian 
avant-garde, a brilliant 
constellation of personali
ties and ideas that changed 
the course of Russian cul
ture just before and after 
the First World War. 
$60.00 cloth 

History in a 
Grotesque Key 
Russian Literature and 
the Idea of Revolution 

KEVIN M. F. PLATT 
This book examines 
Russian literary works— 
some canonical but most 
obscure—since the time 
of Peter the Great that 
bring the lens of the 
grotesque to bear on the 
theory and practice of 
revolutionary social 
transformation in Russia. 
$45.00 cloth 

ss 
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QUELLEN UND STUDIEN 
DES DEUTSCHEN HISTORISCHEN INSTITUTS WARSCHAU 

1 Eine schwierige Erbschaft 
Die Verhandlungen nach dem Tode 
Herzog Jakobs von Kurland 1682/83 
Hrsg. von Almut Bues 
1995. VII, 448 Seiten, 
(ISBN 3-447-03620-6), 
Ln, DM98-/6S 715,-/sFr89-

2 Mittelalterliche nationes -
neuzeitliche Nationen 
Probleme der Nationenbildung 
in Europa 
Hrsg. von Almut Bues und 
Rex Rexheuser 
1995. VI, 192 Seiten, 
(ISBN 3-447-03718-0), 
Ln, DM 74,-/6S540,-/sFr67-

3 Jorg Hackmann 
OstpreuBen und WestpreuBen 
in deutscher und polnischer Sicht 
Landeshistorie als beziehungs-
geschichtliches Problem 
1996. X, 462 Seiten, 
(ISBN 3-447-03766-0), 
Ln, DM98,-/OS 715,-/sFr89-

4 Oliver Volckart 
Die Miinzpolitik im Ordensland und 
Herzogtum PreuBen von 1370 bis 
1550 
1996. XI, 476 Seiten, 27 Abb. 
(ISBN 3-447-03841-1), 
Ln, DM 104,-/oS 759-/sFr92,50 

5 Maria Rhode 
Ein Konigreich ohne Konig 
Der kleinpolnische Adel in sieben Inter
regna 
1997.X, 347 Seiten, lKte. 
(ISBN 3-447-03912-4), 
Ln, DM86-/oS628,-/sFr 78-
Wahrend sich im iibrigen Europa die 
Erbfolge als Mittel der Herrschaftssiche-
rung und -stabilisierung unumkehrbar 
durchsetzte, blieb die polnische Respu-
blica bis zum Ende ihres Bestehens 

ein Wahlreich und damit eine auffallende 
Ausnahme. Das Interregnum und sein 
ritualisierter Ablauf bildeten hier einen 
festen Bestandteil der Verfassung. In 
dieser koniglosen Zeit fielen alle Attri
bute von Herrschaft allein dem Adel zu. 
Rhode untersucht, inwieweit die polni
sche Adelsgesellschaft in der Lage war, 
die durch den Tod des Herrschers ausge-
loste Krise zu meistern. Sie beriicksich-
tigt hierbei sowohl Programme als auch 
Handlungsspielraume des Adels, wobei 
die Perspektive zwischen zentraler und 
regionaler Ebene wechselt. 

6 Mathias Niendorf 
Minderheiten an der Grenze 
Deutsche und Polen in den Kreisen Fla-
tow (Zlotow) und Zempelburg (Sep61no 
Krajertskie) 1900-1939 
1997. 461 Seiten, 1 Abb., 4 Ktn. 
(ISBN 3-447-03917-5), 
Ln, DM 102,-/oS 745,-/sFr91-
Minderheitenfragen gehoren zu den 
schwierigsten Problemen im deutsch-
polnischen Verhaltnis. Bisher gait das 
Interesse der Historiker vorwiegend poli-
tischen Aspekten, weniger dem Mit-, 
Neben- und Gegeneinander von Deut-
schen und Polen im Alltag. 
Niendorf untersucht einen nach dem 
Ersten Weltkrieg zwischen Deutschland 
und Polen geteilten Kreis, auf dessen 
Gebiet zu beiden Seiten der Grenze 
bedeutende Minderheiten zuriickblie-
ben. Das Innovative der Darstellung 
besteht einerseits in dem synchronen und 
diachronen Vergleich der Nationalita-
tenproblematik in einem ethnischen 
Mischgebiet, andererseits in ihrem Cha-
rakter als kleinraumige Fallstudie. Die 
Auswertung bisher wenig beachteten 
Quellenmaterials zeigt, daB nationale 
Gesichtspunkte im Alltag vielfach nur 
eine geringe Rolle spielten. Lange Zeit 
gelang es, Konflikte vor Ort zu ent-
scharfen, bis schlieBlich auch in der Pro-
vinz das Zusammenleben von Deut-
schen und Polen vom politischen 
Gegensatz zwischen Berlin und War-
schau iiberschattet wurde. 

HARRASSOWITZ VERLAG • WIESBADEN 
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O X F O R D U N I V E R S I T Y P R E S S 
THE SOVIET EXPERIMENT 
Russia, The USSR, and the Successor States 
Ronald Grlgor Suny, University of Chicago 

One of the eminent Soviet historians of our time, Ronald Grigor Suny takes us on a 
journey that examines the complex themes of Soviet history from the last tsar of the 
Russian empire to the first president of the Russian republic. He examines the legacies 
left by former Soviet leaders and explores the successor states and the challenges they 
now face. The Soviet Experiment recovers the complexities and contradictions of the 
70 years of Soviet Power, exploring its real achievements as well as its grotesque fail
ings. Clearly written and well-argued, this narrative is complete with helpful anecdotes 
and examples that will not only engage students and offer them an opportunity to learn 
from new material but also afford them the opportunity to form their own opinions by 
reading the text and looking into the suggested readings. 
1997 560 pp.; 29 lllus., 5 map* paper $29.95/ cloth $35.00 

CENTRAL EUROPE 
Enemies & Neighbors & Friends 
Lonnle Johnson 
"Lonnle Johnson has come along with a book which 
is extremely useful not only for courses on Central 
Europe but will be indispensable to readers whose 
knowledge of European ideas is generally limited to 
the Western half of the continent." —Istvan Deak, 
Columbia University 
1996 352 pp.; 10 lllus., 12 maps paper $20.95/ cloth 
$35.00 

THREE ERAS OF POLITICAL CHANGE 
IN EASTERN EUROPE 
Gale Stokes, Rice University 

"An ideal, perhaps even essential, companion to a 
one-semester course on East European History. The 
articles on the break-up of Yugoslavia and the fall of 
communism are excellent encapsulations of the rele
vant issues....Through a judicious use of information 
and careful reference to competing explana
tions...draws the reader into the argument, and 
invites dialogue. I would recommend this to my col
leagues in the field."—Padraic Kenney, University of 
Colorado at Boulder 
1996 256 pp. paper $17.95/cloth $39.00 

EUROPE'S NEW NATIONALISM 
States and Minorities in Conflict 
Richard Caplan, King's College, London, and John 
Fetter 
"This book addresses what is becoming a familiar 
issue, but does so in an original and thought-provok
ing way. A strong and diverse set of contributors 
move us well beyond the cliches of ethnic conflict, 

putting nationalism in its full theoretical and histori
cal context, addressing the challenge it poses to 
established western states as well as the new post-
communist states of eastern Europe."— Lawrence 
Freedman, King's College, London 
1996 256 pp. paper $19.95/cloth $39.00 

THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE AND THE 
WORLD, 1700-1917 
The Geopolitics of Expansion and 
Containment 
John P. LeDonne, Harvard University 
Both an historical survey of Russia's expansion dur
ing the Imperial Period (1700—1917) and a geopo
litical interpretation of its motive and goals, this text 
also analyzes the policies to contain that expansion 
on a global scale. It draws valuable lessons to help 
readers understand Soviet foreign policy, and is an 
ideal text for courses in Russian History, 
International Relations, and Political Science. 
1996 416 pp.; 9 maps paper $23.95/cloth $47.00 

FROM TSAR TO SOVIETS 
The Russian People and Their 
Revolution, 1917-21 
Christopher Read 

"Sensitive synthesis of prevailing social historical 
approach to revolution, judicious in dealing with 
political and ideological myths."—Diane Koenker, 
University of Illinois-Urbana 
"An excellent account of the expectations of the ordi
nary population from 1917 to 1921. Designed for the 
general reader but extremely valuable for college-
level history classes.."—History 
1996 336 pp.; 3 mapi paper $21.95/cloth $49.00 

To n'uiifst jn funuiution cop: ' rile on school lellcrhcut w in,i couise tunic i>ww.Vi7 • '"V '>y "f 
decision iljtc to Coiicae- S.i/t's CootJir.itot jt trie jdJ'fss ne'o 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS- 198 Madison Avenue • New York. NY 10016 
To order any book by credit card, call toll-free 1-800-451-7556 

PLEASE VISIT OUR WORLD WIDE WEB SITE AT: http://www.oup-usa.org/ 
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Introduction to the Croatian 
and Serbian Language 

Revised Edition 

THOMAS F. MAGNER 

"Magner's fine work is an exception to existing 
textbooks. The author accepts the political 
realities surrounding the question of the 
Serbian and Croatian variants, and he sets out to 
provide an opportunity for the instructor to 
choose and select. "—Geolinguistics 

Introduction to the Croatian and Serbian Language 
provides an introduction to the language tradi
tionally called Serbo-Croatian, although it is also 
referred to as Serbian or Croatian. There are 
two main variants of the language: Croatian 
(Western) and Serbian (Eastern). Unique in its 
equal treatment of the two principal variants, 
this book presents the two alphabets used (Latin and Cyrillic), the representation of 
lexical items specific to each variant, and pronunciation and syntactic differences. A 
dictionary is also included. 

400 pages $25.00 paperback 

To order books, contact 
Penn State University Press • USB 1, Suite C • University Park, PA 16802 

1-800-326-9180 • FAX 814-863-1408 

COMPANION AUDIO TAPES 
Three newly recorded companion audio tapes in Serbian, Croatian, and 
Serbo-Croatian are available. These tapes contain conversations, pronuncia
tion models, and stories from the book. 

Croatian tape: 67 minutes $20.00 
Serbian tape: 58:40 minutes $20.00 

Serbo-Croatian tape: 55:30 minutes $20.00 
Complete set of three tapes: $50.00 

To order audio tapes, contact 
Penn State Media Sales • 118 Wagner Building • University Park, PA 16802 

1-S0O-77O-2111 
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Columbia University 
presents a new 

MA. in 
Slavic 

Cultures 

One and one-half years full-time or up 
to four years part-time. 

Designed to acquaint the American 
student with Slavic cultures. 

Choose courses from art history, 
history, and Slavic languages. 

Complete a Columbia M.A. thesis or 
take a comprehensive exam. 

Full access to Columbia's Career Services. 

Application is due April 1, 1998, 
program begins fall 1998. 

Call (212) 854-8120 
gsasma@coluxnbia.edu 

. 535 West 116th Street, MC 4304 
1 New York, NY 10027 

Columbia 
University 

ht tp : / /www.co l u m b i a . e d u / c u / g s a s / 
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TO THOSE WISHING TO SUBMIT MANUSCRIPTS 

Manuscripts for consideration should be submitted by post or courier 
in four double-spaced typed copies. (If computer-generated, diey should 
be letter quality or near letter quality. Continuous form sheets must 
be separated.) Notes and block quotations should be double-spaced; 
notes should be placed at the end of the manuscript and not at the 
bottoms of pages. Library of Congress transliteration and the Chicago 
Manual of Style are to be followed. In general, articles should not exceed 
35 typed pages 8V2" by 11" in dimension—including endnotes. Ac
cepted manuscripts will be copyedited electronically, and authors will 
be asked to submit final versions on computer diskette. Submissions 
will not be returned. 

Manuscripts are sent to outside readers in anonymous form and should 
be prepared accordingly. 

The policy of Slavic Review is not to consider materials that have been 
published or that are being considered for publication elsewhere. 

The Slavic Review does not ordinarily accept unsolicited book reviews. 
Please consult us in advance of submitting an uninvited book review. 

Slavic Review is the journal of the American Association for the Ad
vancement of Slavic Studies, whose members support the journal 
through their dues. Slavic Review expects the authors of articles pub
lished in the journal to belong to the association. 
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Slauicl^yigu, 
Announces Two Special Issues 

To Be Published in 1999 

Special Issue to Commemorate the 
200th Anniversary of Pushkin's Birth 
Guest Editor - Stephanie Sandler, Amherst College 

Articles are invited for a special Pushkin issue of Slavic Review to be published in 1999. Essays that 
address Pushkin's reception in Russia and the west, recent directions in Pushkin scholarship, institu
tional structures that have shaped Russia's myths of Pushkin, and his impact on later Russian poets, 
writers, thinkers, and artists are especially welcome, as are those that challenge canonical views of his 
life and work. Historians, social scientists, and scholars of film, literature, and the visual arts are 
invited to participate. Preliminary inquiries and other questions may be addressed to the guest editor 
for the special issue: Stephanie Sandler, Russian Department, Amherst College, Amherst, MA 01002-
5000; ssandler@amherst.edu. Manuscripts should be submitted to Slavic Review (University of Illinois 
at Urbana-Champaign, 57 East Armory Avenue, Champaign, IL 61820), where they will be subject to 
the journal's usual review process. 

The deadline for manuscript submission is 1 August 1998. 

Ten Years after 1989 
Guest Editor - Philip G. Roeder, University of California-San Diego 

A special issue of Slavic Review in 1999 will be dedicated to exploring the theme, "Ten Years after 
1989: What Have We Learned?" Possible questions to be examined include: What have we learned 
over the past ten years that has either confirmed the views we held on the eve of the collapse of 
communism, transformed those beliefs, or shattered them? For example, do we have a different under
standing today about the ability of communist regimes to transform themselves, the mutability of 
societies and cultures under communism, capitalism, and democracy, or the requisites for democrati
zation and economic liberalization? In particular, what do the lessons found in Russia and eastern 
Europe say to scholars and practitioners in other regions of the world? Scholars from all disciplines 
and practitioners are encouraged to participate. Preference will be given to manuscripts that review 
findings from more than a single research project and more than one country. Manuscripts should be 
no more than 10,000 words in length; 8,000 words is preferable. Inquiries concerning this project may 
be addressed to the guest editor: Philip G. Roeder, Department of Political Science, University of 
California-San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093-0521; (619) 534-6000; proeder@ucsd.edu. Manuscripts should 
be submitted to Slavic Review (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 57 East Armory Avenue, 
Champaign, IL 61820), where they will be subject to the journal's usual review process. 

The deadline for manuscript submission is 1 November 1998. 
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